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Weather Display & Weather Display Live

REQUIREMENTS

Weather Display & Weather Display Live needs to be purchased & downloaded from the
website:
www.weather-display.com

A utility called DHSU needs to be purchased from Skye Instruments Ltd. Part number SKLD
960.

A DataHog/MiniMet needs to be permanently connected to a ComPort on a PC, either
directly or via a Mains Hog/Mains Hog with Signal Boosters.

If the Weather Display Live is required then the PC must be internet enabled to allow ftp of
the data.

The PC must be running Windows XP, Vista or 7 with all service packs & updates installed.

OVERVIEW

Many customers would like to view the current weather data from their MiniMet Automatic
weather station.

An on-line software solution for graphical representations of your weather data is available
as a download from www.weather-display.com (WD).  WD has now incorporated a
configuration for the DataHog within their very popular weather display programme.
This software is used with a Skye utility called DHSU, which can be purchased from Skye.
The frequency of update is every 10 seconds.

Weather Display also offer an add-on for Live Display on your website.

HOW IT WORKS

The DataHog ‘wakes up’ every 10 seconds.  When the DataHog is connected directly to a PC
a beep is audible every 10 seconds.  The logging frequency in the DataHog is user
selectable.  When the logging interval and the equivalent number of 10 seconds match, a
string of data is sent from the DataHog - this represents the readings from the sensors at that
point in time.

DHSU ‘grabs’ this data string & creates a file called DHSUdata.txt and puts it in the directory
\SkyeDHSU.

Weather Display is configured to ‘look’ at this file every 10 seconds and upload the data to
the on-screen graphics.  The graphics are re-freshed every 10 seconds with new data.  If the
Weather Display Live option has also been purchased, then the website is also updated
every 10 seconds.
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SETTING UP WEATHER DISPLAY

Run Weather Display.

Click Control Panel

Click COM Port and make sure the correct Com Port that is connected to your DataHog is
selected. Click OK to save and exit.

Click Station Type & Settings
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Click the Tab SKYE STATION

Choose Skye Instruments Datalogger and click SETUP.

Click SELECT DATA FILE
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Find the folder  c: \SkyeDHSU and double click. Highlight the file DHSUdata.txt and then click
OK and then click UPDATE DATA on the screen below. The window should look similar to this
one.

You will now need either your DataHog Configuration Certificate or to know which sensor is
connected to which channel plus the measuring units

The window shows the number of the channels, which is used for the Weather Display set-up.

In the example below, channel 00 on the horizontal first line is RH and has a reading of 88.7.

On the vertical line above you can see that this is 'Data Pos 4'. So on the left hand set of
drop down boxes labelled DATA POSITION IN DATA FILE choose 4 for Humidity.

Channel 01 on the horizontal line is temperature. The 'DataPos' on the vertical line is 6, so
choose 6 on the left box for temperature.  Carry on in this way until all sensors are allocated.
For Wind Gust choose the same number as Wind Speed.

You then need to choose the windspeed units and choose 10 seconds for the 'Data Update
Rate'.

Click SAVE SETTINGS and close the window.

If you have a
Pyranometer (solar
radiation sensor) click
SOLAR SENSOR on the
CONTROL PANEL
window
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         Then choose OK on the 
         switch and then OK 
         above to save and exit
         this screen.

Click SOLAR/LUNAR CO-ORDINATES on the CONTROL PANEL and enter your Latitude,
Longitude & altitude details. Click OK to save and exit.

Click UNITS & OTHER SETTINGS on the CONTROL PANEL.
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Click the tab UNITS/WIND CHILL & select the units that your DataHog has been configured
for.

In the Log File drop down box, change this to ‘Logfile in metric’. Click OK to save and exit.

These instructions give you a basic setup that will show your weather data.  You can now
customise your graphics and get to know the many other options open to you with this

software.  On Weather Display's website there are links to FAQs and a forum.

WEATHER DISPLAY LIVE

If you have purchased this 'add-on' to Weather Display, then there are full instructions
supplied with the download and can be found when you go to START & PROGRAMMES on
the PC task bar.


